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Bay-Delta: The Environmental Water Account

Introduction - T he “Smeltdown”

On Friday, June 18, 1999, the following story appeared in the Sacramento Bee newspaper,
under the headline “Protection of fish puts farm, Bay Area water at risk”:

Efforts to protect a small threatened fish have suddenly blown into a crisis that
could disrupt water supplies to San Joaquin Valley farms as soon as next week and to the
Silicon Valley later this summer, federal and state water officials said Thursday.  

For the past month, federal biologists have forced water project operators to pump
less than half what they normally would from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta,
California’s primary source of water, to keep threatened Delta Smelt from being killed in
pumping plants.

The situat ion hit a crit ical point Thursday when the biologists refused to ease the
pumping restrictions,  which have already lasted two weeks longer than usual because smelt
are lingering in harm’s way near pumping plants.

“What has emerged in the last 48 to 72 hours is really a water supply crisis,” said
Steve Macauley, who represents 20 million water users as general manager of the State
Water Contractors.

A copy of the entire art icle is attached to this case study as Exhibit A.

Some people, including David Fullerton, a Senior Staff Scientist with the San Francisco-
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based environmental non-profit Natural Heritage Institute, believe that this crisis could have
been avoided, or at least meliorated, had an Environmental Water Account (“EWA”) been
in place.   Fullerton believes that an EWA is a better way to address Sacramento-San Joaquin
delta (“Delta”) environmental water issues than the prescript ive regulation that was eventually
employed to resolve the June 1999 smelt crisis.  

For many years, Fullerton had worked on developing the concept of the EWA, details
of which are provided in this case study.  In a nutshell, according to Fullerton, the EWA
would be “a water agency whose customers are fish.  It would do all the things a water
agency does, but with the goal of producing more fish and killing less fish.”  The EWA would
own rights to water and could borrow, lease or build infrastructure to store that water.  It
would be able to buy water from, and sell water to, other water users, as needed, to protect
and produce fish.  In Fullerton’s opinion, if the EWA had been in place during the summer
of 1999, at the very least the sense of crisis would have been dramatically reduced.  

As will be discussed further below, there are significant obstacles to  the
implementation of an EWA.  There are technical hurdles, including legal and institutional
questions that have to be answered.  In addition, there are political obstacles.  In order for the
EWA to come into being, it must be accepted as a net positive addition to the Delta water
situation by all of the key players, from state and federal agencies to the various user groups,
such as agriculture and municipalities, and to a broad spectrum of environmental
organizations.

In reading the following case, consider these questions that Fullerton has to address
in the course of his efforts to have an EWA adopted as part of the Delta solution:

1.  What new laws or changes in existing law would be required in order for the EWA to
work?
2.  Who should be responsible for administering the EWA?
3.  Who should be responsible for funding the EWA?
4.  How could the EWA be “sold” to various user groups?  What are the best  arguments in
favor of an EWA?  What are its shortcomings?
5. Are there other significant issues that must be addressed if the EWA is to be a success?

More Detail on the “Smeltdown” 

1999 was supposed to be a bumper year for California water.  Following the critically
dry year of 1994, the state had experienced four consecutive wet years that filled reservoirs
to the brim.  The winter of 98/99 saw heavy snowfall in the Sierra Nevada mountains, which
meant that runoff into the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys, and the Delta formed by the
two rivers, would exceed mean historical runoff levels for the fifth straight year.  

In California, because urban areas and farms are located at a distance from sources
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1An acre-foot of water is enough to irrigate .5 acres of farmland or supply two
families needs for one year.

of water, water must be moved.  Los Angeles, for example, has insignificant amounts of local
water, and as a result gets its water from the Delta, the Colorado River and from the Owens
Valley.  Water is moved around the state to a large extent by various “water projects.”  A
water project is a collection of infrastructure, such as pumps, aqueducts, canals and
reservoirs.  These water projects are operated by either federal or state agencies.  A depiction
of major water conveyance facilities in California is reproduced in Figure 1 on the next page.

In March of 1999, the California Department of Water Resources (“DWR”), the state
agency that operates the State Water Project (“SWP”), the second largest water project in
the state, announced that “during 1999 the State Water Project expects to make 100 percent
of water deliveries requested by the State Water Contractors.”  State Water Contractors
(“contractors”) are those agencies and entities with long-term contracts to buy SWP water.
Contractors include water districts that supply municipalities, and irrigation districts that
supply farm operations.

DWR’s annual announcements regarding percentage of delivery expected are
especially important to the state’s agriculture industry, which purchases more than 30% of
SWP water for use on 660,000 acres of farmland.  Agricultural operators (at least those with
annual rather than permanent crops) will plant acreage only to the extent they know there will
be water to irrigate those acres.  When DWR tells operators that contractors should expect
100% of deliveries,  the farm operators who purchase water from the contractors will plant
accordingly.   

While SWP water comes from the Sierras by way of the Sacramento River, it must
pass through a pumping plant near Tracy, California before it reaches farms and cities.  This
plant, the Harvey O. Banks Delta Pumping plant, is located in the southern part of the Delta.
See Exhibit B, page 3.  The SWP is one of two large water projects that  takes water from the
south Delta by way of large pumping facilities.  The Central Valley Project (“CVP”), run by
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, takes about as much water out of the Delta as the SWP, in
the neighborhood of 3 million acre feet per year. 1 Approximately 90% of CVP water goes
to agricultural uses in the Central Valley. 

In addition to functioning as a conduit for Sierra water, the Delta is also an important
ecosystem and is home to several endangered species, including the Delta smelt (“smelt”), a
three-inch long translucent fish that was listed under the federal Endangered Species Act
(“ESA”) in 1993.  While biologists know that schools of smelt move around the Delta in
seasonal patterns, the patterns can be irregular and are not fully understood.  What is
understood is that the pumping plants can kill a large number of fish.  When the schools of
smelt gather near the pumps, the suction created by the pumps draws the fish through
protect ive screens, grinding them to death.
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Figure 2 Standards Based on Delta Smelt Biological Opinion for Operation of the CVP
and SWP.  Http://wwwoco.water.ca.gov/cmplmon/Standards.html.

In 1995, the State Water Resources Control Board (“SWRCB”), a California agency
responsible for water quality and allocation, issued a set of pumping guidelines aimed at
protecting the smelt and other endangered fish in the Delta. 

For example, under the guidelines, pumping in the Spring months would be reduced
to decrease mortality, since the smelt were usually in the south Delta at that time of year.  See
Figure 2.

The SWRCB guidelines were, among other things, aimed at ensuring that pumping
agencies complied with the provisions of the ESA.  Under the terms of a Biological Opinion
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issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) and the Nat ional Marine Fisheries
Service (“NMFS”) pursuant to the ESA, the pumping agencies were legally permitted to
“take,” that is, kill only a certain number of smelt each month.  FWS and NMFS had the
obligation - in their role as federal enforcers of the ESA - to preempt the SWRCB guidelines
when they were not functioning to keep “take” below the legal limits.

The occasion for such additional action arose in mid-June 1999.  For an unknown
reason, smelt lingered longer in the south Delta than usual in 1999.  FWS and NMFS
determined that the pumping agencies were exceeding their take limits.  In order to avoid
serious population-level harm to the species, the Service ordered the pumping agencies to cut
back on pumping from the Delta plants.

By mid-June, crops had already been planted.  Farm operat ions had been expecting
100% deliveries.  The pumping cutbacks meant  that crops might go dry, resulting in economic
losses.  Agencies that supply water to urban uses were also worried.  The Santa Clara Valley
Water Agency, which supplies 1.7 million people and high-tech industries in Silicon Valley,
was particularly concerned.  These concerns were related not only to water quantity, but to
water quality.  High-tech users require extremely clean water in their manufacturing
processes.   To the extent water supplies came from reservoirs rather than directly from the
Delta, water quality would be lower.  And water from drawn-down reservoirs tends to be
siltier than water from full reservoirs.  The siltier the water, the more expensive the treatment.

As seen from Exhibit  A, California newspapers presented the June 1999 situation as
a crisis, pitting the diminutive smelt against  the state’s $25 billion farm industry and the even
more valuable high-tech industry.  

In the end, the “crisis” was defused by concessions on the part of agencies
representing the largest urban users of Delta-pumped water.  For example, the Metropolitan
Water District (“MWD”), which supplies water to Los Angeles, agreed to defer its right to
SWP water during the summer months and instead use water stored in Southern California
reservoirs.  The SWP water to which MWD would otherwise have been entitled was
allocated to Central Valley farming operations.  Other demands were met by utilizing stored
water from the San Luis Reservoir, which was full to its capacity of 1.2 million acre feet.  For
a full explanation of how DWR addressed the crisis, see Exhibit C, June 22, 1999 testimony
of Thomas Hannigan, Director of DWR. 

Although the crisis was averted, the June 1999 “smeltdown” strained the always
delicate relationships between the various water user groups and the state and federal
agencies that were responsible for allocation decisions.  In order for these parties to agree to
a long-term solut ion to Delta problems, some degree of trust and cooperation would be
necessary.   Events such as the smelt crisis did not help in this regard, generally increasing
discomfort and paranoia.
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Bay-Delta: An Inescapable Morass?

In order to evaluate the viability of an EWA, it  is necessary to understand the larger
Bay-Delta context, which includes a lengthy history of conflict between user groups and state
and federal agencies in CALFED, an interagency body.  (See Box 1).  This context is
especially relevant for purposes of “selling” the EWA to the various key players.   A good
introduction is contained in the Layperson’s Guide to the Delta, attached to this case study
as Exhibit B.    

Box 1: Who is CALFED?

Established in 1994, CALFED is an interagency body made up of the following federal
and state agencies:

Federal State

Department of the Interior
S U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture
S Natural Resources Conservation

Service
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Department of Commerce
S National Marine Fisheries Service

Resources Agency
S Department of Water Resources
S Department of Fish and Game
Cal. Environmental Protection Agency
S State Water Resources Control Board

The objectives of CALFED are to coordinate and cooperate with respect to the Bay-Delta Estuary
on the following issues:

1.  Formulation of water quality standards. Under the federal Clean Water Act and the State of
California's Porter-Cologne Act, the SWRCB and the U.S. EPA have complementary and closely
related roles with respect to formulation of water quality standards for the Bay-Delta Estuary.
Therefore, coordination between EPA and SWRCB is vital if adequate Bay-Delta protections are
to be achieved and maintained. 

2. Coordination of Federal and State Project Operations with Regulatory Requirements.
There are numerous hydrological, contractual, and operationa l connections between the Federal
Central Valley Project and the State Water Project.  The projects face a shared challenge in
reconciling operational requirements with current and future statutory and regulatory requirements,
particularly those relating to endangered species and water quality.

3. Long-Term Bay-Delta Solution. State and federal interests and responsibilities in the Bay-Delta
Estuary are inextricably intertwined in the areas of fish and wildlife protection and enhancement,
water  quality protection, flood control, and water supply project operation. There is a  shared
state-federal interest in pursuing long-term solutions that adequately address the multiple
environmental, economic, and water supply interests in the Bay-Delta ecosystem.
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The Environmental Water Account

What is an EWA?

As its name implies, an EWA would manage an account of environmental water.  At
creat ion, water and perhaps cash would be “deposited” into the account.  Over time, the
EWA could acquire more assets through various methods.  For example, the EWA could
invest in water conservation measures that produced “new” water that could be added to the
account.  The EWA could also purchase or sell water rights or options on water rights. 

 The EWA would distribute and move its water assets, as needed, to protect and
produce fish in the Delta.  The EWA would have a manager, or a management team, whose
role would be to determine how best to do this.  

The EWA could, but would not have to, build or purchase above- or below-ground
storage facilities (reservoirs or groundwater storage).  If the EWA chose not to build its own
storage facilities, it would need the ability to store its water in existing facilities.  The EWA
would almost certainly not invest in conveyance infrastructure such as pumping plants or
canals or aqueducts.  Rather, like other water users, it would pay for the right to use existing
facilities.

Finally, the EWA might take on some of the regulatory powers currently vested in
state and federal agencies.  For example, it might have the power to force the water projects
to reduce pumping at critical times.

What are the potential benefits of an EWA?

According to its proponents, an EWA would provide the following advantages over
the current system:

An EWA would be more a flexible method of protect ing fish than the current
prescriptive regulations.  For example, consider the “SWP/CVP Export Limits” as set forth
in the Bay-Delta Standards (Figure 3).  Under those standards, combined SWP/CVP exports
are limited to 1,500 cubic feet per second between mid-April and mid-May each year.  As
illustrated by the June 1999 smelt crisis, such rigid standards can be insufficient to protect fish
in the Delta.  In such a case, the EWA would use its assets to protect the fish beyond the May
15 regulatory cutoff.  The EWA would either provide water to those users affected by the
extension of the 1,500 cfs limitation, or it could compensate those users with cash for the
costs of reduced water supply.  In short, the EWA would provide water for fish exactly when
it was needed.  This increased flexibility would, in theory, provide not only for greater
ecological benefits,  but would also increase the economic efficiency of water allocation: it
would help in the effort to provide water, at all discrete moments in time, to its highest valued
use.
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The EWA would also provide important flexibility in the face of future ecological
uncertainty.  Current prescriptive standards were designed to protect two currently-listed fish
species, the smelt and the winter-run Chinook salmon.  In the event that other species need
protection in the future, the EWA would be able to meet these needs without the creation of
a completely new prescriptive regime.  The EWA would also be able to react more quickly
to environmental stochasticity, such as droughts, floods, toxic spills, etc.

The flexibility and the more focused water allocation of an EWA would facilitate
experimentation and learning.  EWA managers would be free to try certain approaches to
environmental protect ion and depending on the outcome, could continue these approaches
or modify them.  This experimental method would lead to adaptive management, whereby
allocation of water would improve over time.  Because EWA managers would operate with
a finite account of resources, the system would encourage efficient use of those resources and
would discourage waste.

Finally, and perhaps most important, an EWA could reduce conflict between the
environment and other water users.  To the extent that other users were confident that actions
taken to protect the environment  would not affect their water supply, they would be less likely
to object to environmental protection.   

How would  the EW A work?

The following example of the EWA in operation is taken from the CALFED Bay-
Delta Program Revised Phase II report (“Phase II report”), dated April 23, 1999:

If the EWA managers decided to extend the export reductions called for
within [existing prescriptive standards] for an extra month to protect salmon
and delta smelt, the result for the State and Federal projects [SWP and CVP]
would be reduced storage within San Luis reservoir.  The EWA would
commit to providing supplies, if necessary, out of its water assets - a
combination of surface and groundwater storage, production from
conservation or other recycling projects, and market purchases.

If the State and Federal projects were unable to move water out of storage
north of the Delta to fill San Luis, then the EWA would probably be required
to fill some or all of the storage deficit in San Luis by the end of the growing
season or carry over the debt to the following year.  The EWA would do so
using water it controlled.

Alternatively, if the EWA managers felt that a temporary change in the
export-inflow ratio would have minimal fisheries impacts,  it could allow the
projects to pump water out of the Delta above the specified export-inflow
ratio for some period in order to  enhance EWA assets.
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If the State and Federal projects could replenish San Luis storage by moving
water from upstream storage later in the summer, then the risk of repaying the
debt would be moved upstream.  If the following winter is wet and the
upstream reservoirs spill, then the debt owed by the EWA to the projects
would be eliminated.  However, if the reservoirs do not spill, then the EWA
would be required to provide compensation using its assets the following year.

In order to test the idea of an EWA, CALFED organized a series of “gaming
exercises.”  In these exercises, EWA “managers” were presented with a sequence of
hydrological conditions - including both wet and dry years - over a hypothetical five year
period.  The exercise was run four times, each time using different hydrological and biological
conditions.  In each exercise, the EWA was structured slightly differently, with different assets
and powers.

The gaming exercises gave several insights into how the EWA would work and how
it should be structured and operated.  The flexibility added to the Delta water management
regime by the EWA did seem to reduce fish mortality without significantly impacting supplies
to other users.  The EWA was able to provide additional benefits to fish, particularly salmon,
simply by moving water through rivers to other storage facilities at important times of year.
The EWA provided indirect benefits to water quality: water releases for fish purposes also
diluted harmful water contaminants such as chlorides and bromides.  The exercises also
substantiated proponents’ claim that an EWA would result in increased knowledge concerning
environmental water allocation.  The Phase II report states that: 

As the EWA gamers proceeded through each game, they learned how to use
their water assets more efficiently to improve conditions for fish, and they
improved their ability to anticipate fish needs.

As to the structure and operat ion of the EWA, the gaming exercises identified several
key issues.  In order for the EWA to be successful, it would need sufficient water and
financial assets from the outset.  Cash funding was particularly important in the early years,
before water assets were “on-line,” so that EWA managers could purchase necessary water.
The EWA would always have a need for some cash funding, both to secure water and to pay
for other costs, such as transportation and storage.  

Success of the EWA would depend on the ability to both purchase and move water
in a timely fashion.  As the smelt crisis showed, ecological circumstances were unpredictable
and fast-changing.  Access to surface and groundwater storage upstream, downstream and
in the Delta was also critical.  For economic reasons, storage in existing facilities was
preferable to the construction of new facilities.  Surface water storage was preferable to
groundwater storage: it was slower and more expensive to retrieve water from groundwater
reserves.  
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The gamers learned that growth of EWA assets over time would increase competition
for water between the EWA and existing and future purchasers of water.  As the EWA owned
or controlled more water, there would be less available for other uses.  A counter-intuitive
lesson was that there would probably be more conflicts over water in wet years than in dry
years.  During wet years, the water projects want to pump as much as possible; as the smelt
crisis showed, wet years also produce more fish near the pumping plants.  

The final lessons learned in the gaming exercises were that a successful EWA would
require adequate biological information regarding species needs and that the EWA might
potentially shift biological impacts of water use from currently threatened species to other
species.  The EWA would not only change the way water was allocated among various users,
it would also change the way water was allocated to environmental uses.  For example,
“environmental water” might be moved from one part of the system to another to benefit
smelt.  Species from the resulting drier part of the system might suffer from this reallocation.

Questions to be Resolved

The major issues to be resolved in designing the EWA can be divided into three
categories.  The first category is assets: water and money.  There would not have been a Bay-
Delta controversy in the first place if there were plenty of water for all uses.  In order to make
the EWA work, it would need water, probably more than currently allocated to the
environment.  (As seen by the listed status of the smelt and the salmon, the current amount
of environmental water is probably not enough.)  Where would this water come from?  Some
of it would be “new” water, that is, water not currently utilized.  Some of this water would
be “created” by development of new water sources: new “projects.”  Some of it could be
“created” by the relaxation of current prescriptive standards.  For example, if the smelt are
late in arriving near the pumps, full pumping could continue until the smelt arrive, with the
pumped water being stored for future environmental use.  

The rest of it would have to be purchased or leased from current users.  These
acquisitions would be expensive.  They would also be controversial to the extent they
impacted rural communities.  A farmer selling water could be financially compensated, but
the businesses that had supplied the farmer with seed, for example, would be permanently
hurt.  Water could also be acquired from existing users by increased conservation or
recycling.  Water saved by these programs could be allocated to environmental use.

Other water supply issues relate to transport and storage.  Transporting and storing
water for environmental uses would mean additional expense.  In addition,  every gallon of
environmental water stored or transported meant - especially in wet years - that one gallon
of “other” water could not be stored or transported.

A second category of unresolved issues relates to California water law.  In order to
be successful, an EWA would probably have to be able to buy and sell water quickly and
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freely.  While water marketing was permitted under California water law, buying and selling
water in California is not quick and easy.  Changes in California law could potentially clear
up some of the hindrances to a robust water market.  Another legal issue pertains to future
assurances.  For agricultural and municipal water users to accept the EWA, they would have
to be made comfortable with the long-term stability of the EWA.  If water users were going
to fund the EWA, and/or give up some access to transport and storage facilities, they would
have to feel certain that the EWA would protect them against additional future water losses
due to the ESA.  The assurance issue is important on this large scale, but also in the context
of smaller transactions.  For example, imagine that the EWA needed water for fish in year 1.
CVP had a little extra water that it was planning to store.  The EWA could promise to
exchange some of its year 2 water for some of CVP’s year 1 water, but this transaction would
not occur unless CVP (and its contractors) felt certain that the EWA would be able to repay
water, or money, in year 2. 

In the last  category are institutional issues.  In short , who would run the EWA?  It
could be an existing state or federal agency, or some new agency, or some new group made
up of agency officials and stakeholders.  A consensus-based system would pose problems,
because hard decisions would have to be made frequent ly and with dispatch.  These decisions
would often involve trade-offs.  For example, enhancing populations of one fish species might
mean potentially harming another.  Different agencies could have different opinions on which
species to protect.  If any one agency, or user group, could raise its voice to stop the process,
the EWA would not work.  On the other hand, it is unlikely that all water players would
accept a single agency or player as the decision-maker.  It is also unlikely that any one agency
would have the desire to undertake what was certain to be a controversial chore.

The Phase II Report, issued by CALFED, listed the following as major issues that
would need to be resolved before an effective EWA could be implemented:

Initial Assets/Structure.  In order for the EWA to be effective in the first
years, its assets will need to be substantial, particularly financial assets that
allow water purchases.  CALFED estimates that the EWA will require
approximately $50 million/year [in the first several years].  The first  step in
developing those assets is determining the EWA’s asset needs, part icularly in
relationship to environmental protections provided through prescriptive
standards.

Sharing System Flexibility.  In the gaming exercises, the EWA took
advantage of a substantial portion of the overall water delivery system’s
operational flexibility [i.e., excess transport and storage capacity of the
current system].  To make the EWA function, CALFED will need to
determine how operat ional flexibility will be shared between the EWA and
water users [in the future].
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Operations.  In order to plan the EWA’s operations over the long-term,
CALFED will need to craft the outlines of how the EWA will build, apply and
renew its assets.  What share of facility improvements will the EWA gain?
[For example, if a new reservoir is built, what share of the added storage
capacity will be given to the EWA.]  How will the EWA manager account for
the assets?

Governance.  Effective management of the EWA will be critical to its
success.  How will the assets be managed?  How will biological needs be
determined?  How will the public participate?  How will the EWA’s fishery
activities be linked to other CALFED activities?

A copy of the complete CALFED description of the EWA is attached to this case study as
Exhibit D.

Selling the EWA

Each of the various players in the Delta water allocat ion situation has different
interests.  In order for the EWA to be both initially accepted and then successful, all of these
players will have to “buy in” to the EWA concept.  It will be necessary to convince each, or
at least most of them that the EWA will provide net benefits.  Following are David Fullerton’s
descriptions of each player’s Delta water concerns: 

Agriculture

According to Fullerton, there are two types of agricultural interests - export and
upstream.  Export agricultural users - those who purchase water from CVP and SWP - are
primarily interested in water quantity, in specific, obtaining a high average supply of water
with very litt le short-term unpredictability.  An example of this type of unpredictability would
be the 1999 smelt crisis, where crops had already been planted.  On the other hand,
agriculture is fairly well able to deal with yearly fluctuations in surface water supply due to
dry year conditions.  Upstream agricultural interests - those upstream of the Delta in the
Sacramento Valley - have all the water they currently need.  They are concerned that
upstream water will be appropriated for or sold to environmental use, limiting future
development.  As California’s population spreads east from San Francisco,  land in the
Sacramento Valley is becoming more and more valuable.  Without water, the value of this
land will be substantially less.  Neither group of agricultural users wants to bear the financial
burden of paying for the EWA.

Urban

Municipalities are concerned not as much about quantity, but about quality and
reliability.  Poor quality water is extremely expensive to treat.  As federal drinking water
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standards had risen, so too had the costs of treating water.  Urban contractors will oppose any
change to the water allocation system that means lower quality water and thus higher
treatment costs.  In basic terms, as the volume of the Delta water supply to urban uses
decreases, water quality also decreases.   Delta water is much cleaner than other sources of
water, such as Colorado River water, which has a high salt content.  A decrease in the amount
of Delta water coming into the Los Angeles system will raise water treatment costs of that
system.  

Specific industries are also concerned with water quality.  During the smelt crisis,
Silicon Valley had been concerned that it would have to rely on siltier water from the bottom
of the San Luis Reservoir.  Cleaning this water prior to manufacturing use is costly.  To the
extent  that the EWA results in higher quality raw water being delivered to municipalities, they
will probably be willing to bear some of the costs of the EWA.  If it increases treatment costs,
they will not support it at all.

The reliability issue is also extremely important to urban users.  They will welcome
the EWA if it  will decrease the unpredictability of the current regulatory system, where an
FWS edict can shut off supply.  They will also support the EWA to the extent that it makes
development of new water sources (and construction of new storage and transport
infrastructure) more likely.  In the current state of affairs, any new development or
construction is vehemently opposed by environmental groups, who tend to see such things
as simply extracting more water from natural systems.  To the extent the EWA is guaranteed
a portion of new water development or facilities, environmental groups may be more likely
to acquiesce.  

Environmental Groups

There are many environmental non-profits, including Sierra Club, the Environmental
Defense Fund (“EDF”), the Natural Resources Defense Council (“NRDC”), and the Natural
Heritage Institute, that have been involved in trying to find a solution to Delta water
problems.   While each of these groups is interested in “protecting the environment,” they
have different ideas of what that means and how it can best be accomplished.  

For example, EDF’s position is that water markets are essential to protecting the
California environment.  The theory is that a robust water market will allow urban and
agricultural users to respond relatively painlessly to reallocations of water to the environment
caused by tighter regulations.   EDF will not support a Delta solution that does not in some
way incorporate the concept of improved water markets.  NRDC’s position is that many of
the Delta problems can be solved by water conservation.  It will not accept a Delta solution
that does not include greater water conservation efforts on the part of both agriculture and
municipalities.

The environmental groups have other concerns as well.  As mentioned, some hold a
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general opposition to the construction of new water infrastructure, in the form of transport
or storage facilities.  They will not accede to such construction, even if it means that more
water will be made available to environmental uses.

Conclusion

Dave Fullerton, and others who believe that an EWA can improve the Delta water
situation, have two tasks.  The first is to work out the details of the EWA: how it will be set
up, how and where it will get its assets, how it will work, and who will run it.  The second
task is to convince the key players that the EWA will be beneficial for each of them.  Of
course, the two tasks are intertwined.  In designing the EWA, it will be necessary to keep in
mind the selling of the EWA: certain players will be looking for certain things in the final
design.  The goal is to  put something in the EWA for everyone, while ensuring that it st ill
serves its original purpose.

Case Study Exhibits

Exhibit A: “Protection of fish puts farm, Bay Area water at Risk,” Sacramento Bee,
June 18, 1999.

Exhibit B: Layperson’s Guide to the Delta, Water Education Foundation, 1998.
Exhibit C: Testimony of Thomas M. Hannigan, Director, California Department of

Water Resources, June 22, 1999.
Exhibit D: CALFED descript ion of EWA


